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Paul George and LeBron James are shoo-ins for starting nods in the All-Star Game.
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Who's in line for East All-Star nod?

By Tom Haberstroh
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The voting

results of the

first round of

the NBA's

popularity
contest -- err,

the All-Star

Game fan vote

-- drop on
Thursday, so if

you haven't

given 10 shout-

outs to your

favorite player

on Instagram,
better get on

that. Every

hashtag counts.

Given how horrible the Eastern Conference has been this season -- its interconference record of 32-77 (.293)
remains the lowest since the NBA/ABA merger -- some have half-seriously argued that there shouldn't be an

Eastern Conference squad at all. There's some truth to the enormous talent gap. So far, just seven East players
rank in the top 20 on the estimated wins added (EWA) leaderboard.

Alas, there will be an East squad after all. The single most popular question I received in my weekly chat on

Monday was some version of "Is [insert East Player here] an All-Star this season?" Perhaps an All-Star

appearance provides some solace for fan bases "cheering" on teams in the tank.

So who has earned an East spot so far?

Judging from their 2013-14 production up to this point, here are my picks for the starters, reserves and some

names to watch as the All-Star Game approaches. These aren't lifetime achievement awards, so there's little

regard for career performance.

I'm abiding by the league's rules to pick three frontcourt players along with two backcourt players. I'll also follow

the rules by filling out the rest of the roster with seven players of my choice, regardless of position. Remember,
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fans select the starters and the rest of the reserves are named by the Eastern Conference coaches.

On with the names ...

BACKCOURT ALL-STARS

Starters

Wall

John Wall, Washington Wizards

With Derrick Rose and Rajon Rondo out with knee injuries, Wall gets the nod somewhat by default, but he

probably deserves an All-Star bid anyway. His shiny new 3-point shot has vaulted his speedy game to a 20.9
player efficiency rating, which leads all East point guards. And then there's this: According to NBA.com, the

Wizards are a preposterous 29.7 points per 100 possessions better with Wall on the floor than with him on the
bench. All-Star starter and a franchise savior.

Afflalo

Arron Afflalo, Orlando Magic

"Spellcheck" could be warming this seat for incumbent starter Dwyane Wade, but the Orlando 2-guard's

production has been absolutely stellar so far this season. Put it this way: Wade and Afflalo have nearly identical
PERs but Afflalo has sustained that level for 300 more minutes than Wade. That's no small thing. Afflalo's scoring

21.6 points per game thanks to lights-out shooting from deep (43.6 percent) along with a career-high 18.9
percent assist rate. Unlike Wade, Afflalo's a super conservative defender, but his body of work has been more

impressive than Wade's. Wade will almost certainly start, but if this was based on merit, Afflalo could be going to
New Orleans as a starter.

Reserves
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Wade

Dwyane Wade, Miami Heat

A lesser Wade is still better than most. For the first time since his rookie season, Wade's on target to finish
beneath the 20 points per game threshold. Wade's actually averaging more minutes than he did in 2011-12,

when he put up 22.1 points per game, but he just hasn't been getting nearly enough to the line with his more
conservative approach, and his turnover rate has skyrocketed. Chew on this stat: Wade has played just 539

minutes so far, which is almost equal to the time he's sat on the Heat bench (517 minutes).

Teague

Jeff Teague, Atlanta Hawks

For a while, Teague might have been the favorite to start over Wall, but after a scorching start, Teague's fallen

back to Earth a bit over the last couple of weeks. The key here is that Teague has finally figured out how to draw
fouls -- an essential ingredient to stardom -- as he's averaging twice as many trips to the line as he did last season

(6.0 vs. 2.8). Teague has continued to pick up the playmaking void left by the departures of Josh Smith and Joe
Johnson; the 25-year-old owns the fifth-highest assist rate in the league.

Names to watch

Carter-Williams

Michael Carter-Williams, Philadelphia 76ers

There were questions whether he could ever be an All-Star in this league, much less in his rookie season. Though

the Sixers' up-tempo playing style has inflated his numbers a tad, it's still ridiculous that he's averaging 17.7
points, 7.3 assists and 5.8 rebounds already. Furthermore, his 4.1 percent steal rate (estimated number of

opponent possessions stolen while on the floor) is currently the highest for any player in more than 15 years
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(Brevin Knight in 1997-98). Get that knee infection taken care of.

Irving

Kyrie Irving, Cleveland Cavaliers

You could make an argument that Irving's career has gone backwards since his hyper-efficient rookie season.

He could play himself into a spot simply because the competition is shallower than a street puddle, but we need

to see more games like Tuesday's against the Knicks (37 points and 11 assists). Only problem: He doesn't play
the Knicks again before the voting closes on Jan. 20. With a 49.4 percent true shooting percentage, he's more of

a chucker than a floor leader this season. And that needs to change.

Crawford

Jordan Crawford, Boston Celtics

Don't laugh. No, there's no rule that requires a division leader to have an All-Star representative, but Crawford

might not need it. Crawford always has been a better passer than his reputation dictated, but no one saw this

coming. Crawford has notched as many 10-assist games this season as Jose Calderon, Damian Lillard, Eric

Bledsoe and George Hill combined (three). All told, Crawford owns the fourth-highest PER among East guards.
Brad Stevens, miracle worker.

FRONTCOURT ALL-STARS

Starters

George

Paul George, Indiana Pacers
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Three seasons ago, George came off the bench for Indiana. Two seasons ago, he became the full-time starter.

Last season, he was named to his first All-Star Game. This season, he'll likely become an All-Star starter at age

23. Quite the trajectory. His numbers outside the scoring column have tumbled a bit, but a 60 true shooting
percentage coupled with a 28.8 percent usage rate is Kevin Durant-esque. High volume, high efficiency.

James

LeBron James, Miami Heat

James has shot league average from the floor in 20 of his 22 games this season and hasn't missed more than 10

shots in a game all season. For perspective, Durant misses 10 shots per game on average. James will continue his

ridiculous consistency with his 10th straight start in the All-Star game. And just for kicks, he could be starting at

center. That is, if the guy below doesn't grab a spot like he snatches lobs from outer space.

Drummond

Andre Drummond, Detroit Pistons

Drummond probably will get some love for Most Improved Player this season, but in reality his per-minute

numbers are nearly identical to his rookie season. The difference? He's finally getting the run he deserves. He

tops every East center in EWA, and he paces the league in field goal percentage as well as jaw-drop percentage.
Start the "Big Penguin" in the Big Easy.

Reserves

Anthony

Carmelo Anthony, New York Knicks

You wouldn't know it by the Knicks' turmoil, but Anthony is enjoying his second-best PER of his career. Sharing

the frontcourt with Andrea Bargnani hasn't done much for Anthony's scoring, but Bargnani has had a wonderful

http://espn.go.com/nba/player/_/id/3202/kevin-durant
http://espn.go.com/nba/player/_/id/1966/lebron-james
http://espn.go.com/nba/player/_/id/6585/andre-drummond
http://espn.go.com/nba/team/_/name/det/detroit-pistons
http://espn.go.com/nba/player/_/id/1975/carmelo-anthony
http://espn.go.com/nba/team/_/name/ny/new-york-knicks
http://espn.go.com/blog/truehoop/miamiheat/post/_/id/3809/chris-boshs-bargnani-effect
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effect on Anthony's rebounding numbers much in the same way it did for Chris Bosh back in Toronto. Anthony's
averaging a career-high 9.6 rebounds per game, but his biggest rebound still has yet to come: getting the Knicks

back into the playoffs.

Bosh

Chris Bosh, Miami Heat

Bosh is putting up career lows across the board on a per-game level, but that's not his fault. He's sat out six
fourth-quarters this season due to the Heat blowing out their opponents. Bosh has successfully added a 3-point

shot to his arsenal and continues to be one of the slickest shooting big men in the game. He'll never get the credit

he deserves defensively, but he's a big reason why the Heat have the sixth-best defense in the land. Like Wade,

Bosh's lack of minutes put a dent in his résumé, but he's still a two-way All-Star nonetheless.

Lopez

Brook Lopez, Brooklyn Nets

Meet the most productive big man in the league. An ankle injury knocked Lopez out of seven games recently,

but the 7-footer has been brilliant when he's on the floor. He's the gold standard on the block these days,

averaging 1.2 points per post-up play, second to only James. You know what's sneaky good? Lopez's defense.

SportVU stat: He's held opponents to just 40.2 percent shooting at the rim when he's defending the basket,
which is on par with Roy Hibbert. Rebounds would be nice, but that's nitpicking a great all-around season; he's

threatening James for the top PER in the league.

Hibbert

Roy Hibbert, Indiana Pacers

Hibbert would be an All-Star starter purely based on his work against the defending champs. Since last May,

Hibbert shoots 57 percent from the floor with a 23.8 PER against the Miami Heat, but those numbers slide to 48

http://espn.go.com/blog/truehoop/miamiheat/post/_/id/3809/chris-boshs-bargnani-effect
http://espn.go.com/nba/player/_/id/1977/chris-bosh
http://espn.go.com/nba/player/_/id/3448/brook-lopez
http://espn.go.com/nba/team/_/name/bkn/brooklyn-nets
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percent and 18.8 respectively against everyone else. Considering his top-notch defense, you could make an

argument he should be the starter over Drummond, but the tiebreaker goes to the 20-year-old for entertainment

purposes.

Horford

Al Horford, Atlanta Hawks

After a two-year absence, Horford should find his way back into the All-Star Game this season. Horford has

made music in the paint playing off of Paul Millsap, posting careerhighs in points per minute and blocks per

minute. Armed with an automatic midrange jumper and a sharp enough handle to survive as a wing, Horford
brings as much skill to the table as any big in the game. Just wish he could play at the 4 where he belonged.

Names to watch

West

David West, Indiana Pacers

The Pacers have never sent three players to the All-Star Game in franchise history, but that drought could end

this season if the Eastern Conference coaches feel so inclined. West's efficiency numbers have taken a dip this

season, but like Anthony, he still remains one of the most productive guys at his position. Underappreciated:

West's passing game. He dishes out more dimes per minute than both his Indy teammates Paul George and C.J.

Watson.

Millsap

Paul Millsap, Atlanta Hawks

If you're a regular viewer of our TrueHoopTV Live program, you already know I'm the president of the fake

http://espn.go.com/nba/player/_/id/3213/al-horford
http://espn.go.com/nba/player/_/id/2177/david-west
http://espn.go.com/nba/player/_/id/4251/paul-george
http://espn.go.com/nba/player/_/id/3277/cj-watson
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Paul Millsap fan club. Most folks assumed that the Hawks would take a step back this season after Josh Smith
left for Detroit, but Millsap has picked up the slack and then some. He's slumped at the free throw line, but he's a

delightfully skilled big man who can just about do everything on the floor. Little known secret: Millsap has the top

PER among East power forwards.


